In the Heights Character List

USNAVI DE LA VEGA, owner of De La Vega Bodega, Latino

NINA ROSARIO, a freshman at Stanford University, Latina

KEVIN ROSARIO, Nina’s father, owner of Rosario’s Car Service, Latino

CAMILA ROSARIO, Nina’s mother, co-owner of Rosario’s, Latina

BENNY, employee of Rosario’s, African-American

VANESSA, works at the salon, Latina

SONNY, Usnavi’s cousin, Latino

ABUELA CLAUDIA, raised Usnavi, though not his blood grandmother, Latina

DANIELA, owner of Daniela’s Salon, Latina

CARLA, works at the salon, Latina

GRAFFITI PETE, an artist

PIRAGÜERO (PIRAGUA GUY), scrapes piraguas from his block of ice, Latino